What is Transburn?
Transburn is a deflationary cryptocurrency token built on Ethereum blockchain
with real use case. It is a fuel for DApps games and other utilities connected with
DApps. For every onchain transaction, 1% of each transaction is automatically
burned. This self-destructive functionality increases the assets scarcity over the
time.

Problem Statement
DApps were created to transform smartphones into a light client node within the
Ethereum network. It enables people to access Ethereum’s entire ecosystem from
virtually anywhere, by utilizing a messenger system where users can pay each
other. That said, the technology is quickly expanding, and DApps may soon
revolutionize the gaming industry. The current gaming payment systems are slow
for consumers who want to exchange their currency for in-game items. With
DApps, developers can make a payment framework like Transburn in order to
make cryptocurrency exchanges in the game easier. In addition, DApps allow
game developers to publish titles that accept digital funds for in-game items in a
decentralized marketplace instead of a centralized store like Google Play. This
way, they will be able to increase their market size more swiftly.

Opportunities
-We want developers to use the Transburn DApp for revolutionizing payment
systems in games.
-We want gamers to be able to enjoy highly productive and intuitive payment
systems for mobile and online games.

Transburn utility token, TRB will be utilize in various ways to incentivize the
blockchain node operators to continue to process applications functions and
record the encrypted data to blockchain. TRB will be used to interact within a
DApp including providing permission to perform certain operations, granting
access, rewarding interactions, controlling delivery, storing value and tracking
events.
The usability of TRB depends largely on the industries/companies it’s been
accepted.

Token Details
Name: Transburn
Ticker: TRB
Decimal: 0
Total supply: 1,000,000
Contract address:
https://etherscan.io/token/0x6bf0d1afaf3f9073e3706ee4beb140b9bf05a3d4
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Transburn Road Map
2nd quarter 2019
Research on Deflationary Tokens
Research on DApps
Formation of the Core Team
Release of Transburn (TRB) Smart contract

3rd quarter 2019
Prelaunch Airdrop
- Formation of TRB Ambassadors
- Launch of TRB bot (version1.0)
- Website Launch
- Platform Launch
- 1st Airdrop
- Listing of TRB on Exchanges
- Development of DApps for games and other utilities

4th quarter 2019
- TransBot (Bot version 2.0)
-Marketing & promotions
-Partnerships
- 50k TRB DApp User challenge (Airdrop)
-Adoption of TRB as Fiat/crypto gateway
-More Exchanges listing

1st quarter 2020
-TRB Cross-chain interoperability
-Marketing
-Future Development

Conclusion
Our goal is to make TRB a transactional currency, consistent and decentralized
store of value. Through a system of immutable smart contracts and continuous
hyperdeflation.

